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President’s Letter
I am composing this item in the last week of January. I began in bright
sunshine but soon it was gloomy and raining - yet again. The Wellington Weekly
has a correspondent who reports monthly on the weather we have experienced
during the month. He recorded that we had only one 24 hour period during the
whole of December, when there was no rain. No wonder that there are twenty five
square miles of flooded land on the Levels. I remember calling February the month
of “full dyke”. One dreads what the land will be like when the floods finally drain
away.
I notice that Mary Keen writes in “The Garden” how much there is, of quality, to be
seen in the garden in what is often regarded as the dead period. It set me off recalling what I have in my small mid-terrace garden. Cyclamen Coum is in flower by
the rear window. There are three varieties of snowdrop on the bank. Also on this
bank the glowing stems of cornus alba Elegantissima, sericea flaviramea and
sanguinea Midwinter Fire are showing their glowing colours and one of the epimediums is showing its soft yellow orange leaves. The buds on the chaenomeles are
beginning to show colour. I have a tall 5ft by 5ft Access frame which I can maintain frost free and in there Iris Katherine Hodgkin, Harmony and George are looking resplendent. In addition there are the deep pink blooms of cyclamen
pseudibericum. In front of the house sarcoccoca confusa sends out its heady perfume and the red berries of skimmia reevesiana glow brightly. Mary Keen is so
right.
Plant Heritage have much to look forward to in the coming year. There are the plant
fairs at Lower Severalls, Brent Knoll and Nynehead and Taunton Flower Show. All
this calls for a lot of effort from members to man the sales tables and the supply of
plants. The committee are taking on a huge task in the staging of the National
AGM. If members cannot commit to attending all days I hope that as many as possible will attend for a short while to support the committee and meet people from
other parts of the country and exchange gardening experiences.
Alan Shepherd
Email
We have 200+ members and only 74 email addresses. If you would like to be informed of
extra events and opportunities, or if you change your e-mail address and wish to carry on
receiving updates please contact : web@plantheritagesomerset.org.uk.
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Chairman’s Report
At last there are signs of Spring in the air, the magnolia is almost out and
the garden is drying out.
The next twelve months will be very busy. As well as Pauline’s well
thought out programme of lectures and meetings, several day long outings,
Autumn Day and the Christmas Bring and Share Lunches, we are dealing
with all the arrangements for the National AGM in April 2015. More details nearer the time. We have been asked to have a further Bring and
Share Lunch perhaps in the summer and we are considering this for 2015.
Lower Severalls Plant Sale will soon be upon us. This is one of our best
Sales of the year. Please grow as many interesting plants as you can as
these Sales are our main source of income. Remember to label clearly
with botanical name, colour, height etc. Helpers may not have a clue as to
what type of plant they are selling, or what colour, height or hardiness etc.
Our next holiday trip is Norfolk and I am looking forward to visiting the
wonderful gardens on the list. Some are taking time out to attend the 2014
National AGM in Norwich which will give those who have never attended
one before some insight into how they are run.
The Specialist Nurseries Guide is now with the printer and should be ready
soon to distribute. We have had much praise for it especially from some
of our Nurserymen who exhibit at Shows around the country. We are
aware that those of you who do not come to our meetings may not have
seen the Guide but may I remind you that it is printed on our website
www.plantheritagesomerset.org.uk.
Plant Heritage have introduced a new scheme called Plant Guardians. This
will give people a chance to look after one plant in their own gardens. Details from Noni.
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I look forward once again to a happy and interesting year for us all and to
seeing lots of you at our events.
Mary Sephton
Sadly, we have to report the death of Kathleen Milne, a long standing
member. She was a great age and had been a good supporter of Plant Heritage. We shall miss her very much.

Kathleen Milne 1923 - 2014
It was with great sadness that we heard of Kathleen’s death in January. We had not
seen much of her since her lifts with Mary Lindrea disappeared with Mary’s move.
The two of them were regular, loyal
supporters and were always at meetings
and visits and ready when help was
required at sales. Kathleen was a
gentlewoman in the true sense of the
word. She was always welcoming to her
delightful home in Pilton and ready to
conduct a fascinating tour of her large,
interesting garden. A great plants woman,
she always had something new to show
and was trying out seeds from various
sources.
What better tribute at 90 than to have the large Pilton Church packed with people
for a wonderful service. We are delighted to hear her daughter Totty intends to take
her mother’s place at meetings and look forward to it but we will miss dear
Kathleen.
Rosie Lishman
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Collection Coordinator’s Report
Writing this in the middle of February gives me some hope that spring may
be on its way. The rain is reduced to the odd shower and, although the
fields remain soggy and slick with mud, the waters on the levels are retreating, albeit slowly. The sun is shining, the bulbs are beginning to push their
way up and the birds are singing, so let us hope that this wet and
dreadful winter are finally coming to an end.
There were many who suffered dreadfully in the floods. However,
our Collections have survived. Some such as the Passiflora, Primula and
Drosera Collections are safe under glass, and others like the
Narcissus and Erythronium Collections are high enough to escape the
flooding, so we have been lucky.
The numbers of collections and collection holders in Somerset remain the
same, with 12 collection holders and 18 collections, but we do have an
addition to the Plant Heritage team. Jennie Baker has joined us to assist me
as Collections Coordinator with a view of taking over if it works out and
she likes what is involved.
Our first joint project was to attend a training session at RHS Rosemoor to
learn about the new application procedure for starting a National Collection. It was a worthwhile day since the procedure for applying to be a
National Collection Holder has undergone some significant changes. A
definition of a National Collection has been established as 'entailing the
stewardship of a well defined set of plants in cultivation that represents part
of our national heritage'. This removes the emphasis from the previous requirement that the applicant was required to hold around 75% of the genus
listed in the Plant Finder, so avoiding problems such as the mis-naming of
plants and synonyms, their availability and sometimes their great numbers.
Pelargonium, for example, has 2370 plants listed, too many for most
gardens.
The focus is now to encourage more Collections that are conservation based
and to give scope to small and medium size Collections. Under the new
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procedure the applicant will initially send a proposal to Plant Heritage
listing the number of plants they have and the proposed scope of the
Collection. The scope could be:
Historical, a collection of cultivars bred by the grower in a defined period of
time;
Horticultural, a collection of plants that have been grown in Britain, primarily for aesthetic or functional value, encompassing many ornamental garden
and food plants of both old and modern selections, for example Hosta
(modern hybrids) or Pelargonium (Angel types);
Reference, one which gives a taxonomic representation of a group, which is
important both for taxonomic reference and research.
The initial proposal would be considered by the Plant Conservation Committee, who would then advise the applicant of any changes or additions they
need to make before they submit their final application. The new procedure
should make the process simpler and less time consuming and I hope this will
prove to be the case when Sue Applegate applies for a National Collection of
Langport Iris in the near future.
Now that the weather is improving Jennie and I will be visiting all the Collections to see how they are doing and to bring the owners up-to-date with the
new procedures.
Noni Bemrose

A weed is a plant that has mastered every survival skill except for learning
how to grow in rows
Doug Larson

Let us learn to appreciate there will be times when the trees will be bare, and
look forward to the time when we may pick the fruit.
Anton Chekhov
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Camellias japonica at Exbury
A few favourites to brighten up the garden in winter/spring
John Anderson, Head Gardener, Exbury Gardens
Even though there are so many stunning Camellias in Exbury gardens, they
seem to be a genus that are sometimes overlooked, perhaps due to them
mainly flowering in winter and early spring, perhaps sometimes overshadowed in the more busy seasons, the best blooms are appreciated only by
those hardy enough to venture the wintery weather. Caught on a cold sunny
day though, there is something quite amazing about an evergreen shrub displaying its sometimes gaudy, sometimes so
delicate flowers that it is hard to believe
that when other plants still sleep, the Camellias are putting on a show worthy of a
cold nose and numb toes.

Camellia japonica Bob Hope

Camellias form a large part of the garden
collection at Exbury with over 600 taxa
and over 1500 accessions and still growing.
The bulk of the collection is planted in
three large sections; namely the Old Camellia Walk established in the 1920s, the
New Camellia Walk in the1990s, and the
Gilbury Lane Garden in 2007. More are
planted in smaller groups divided through

Home Wood and Yard Wood.
It was Lionel de Rothschild who developed the Old Camellia site which
runs for over 200m, north to south, in a woodland setting beneath mature
Oak trees. The majority of the Camellias towards the House end of this site
are japonica cultivars, and the site broadens at the lower section into a wider
mix of Camellia reticulata and Camellia saluenensis which lead towards the
Hamamelis collection.
Lionel’s eldest son, Edmund de Rothschild sought to rejuvenate interest in
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the genus by adding the New Camellia Walk, which is effectively interplanted with Magnolias whose simple clear forms perfectly complement
those of the Camellia flowers.
During autumn until late December, the Camellia sasanquas, mainly
planted in the Winter Garden, provide welcome colour and interest in the
garden, their crisp clean flowers pinned proudly on the glossy evergreen
foliage.
By the New Year at least a dozen reliable Camellia japonicas will be flowering. One of the best and most noticeable due to its anemone or peony
white flowers is Camellia japonica ‘Nobilissima’ ; an old variety raised in
1836 by Lefevre of Belgium, this is a necessity for a garden with space. It
appears to continue to flower even though it can be damaged by frosts or
heavy rain for several months and it still puts on a good show until the gardens open in March.
Camellia japonica ‘San Dimas’ is not so vigorous as ‘Nobilissima’ also
early flowering it is a superb semi-double with bright red petals and contrasting golden anthers. It was raised in the early seventies by Thomas
Clark in California.
Camellia japonica ‘Elizabeth Hawkins’ is one of those which I have a real
affection for. I admire the bright red flowers with anemone shaped petals
flowering later in April to early May. This one was raised by Gillian
Carylon in Cornwall in the early seventies.
A Camellia for either the woodland or equally a sunny open garden is the
popular Camellia japonica ‘Bob Hope’ a name well known and easy to
remember - it has star qualities! It has a profusion of superb red semidouble flowers and golden anthers, and also possesses attractive foliage
and habit. Raised by the renowned Nuccio’s Nursery in California again in
the early seventies.
For a good strong white, look no further than Camellia japonica ‘Charlotte
de Rothschild’ with its charming, single, flat white flowers and compact
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neat burst of golden stamens with white filaments. It often flowers early,
February to April time, making it a valuable flowering shrub. It was raised
in England 1964.
Camellias that make a statement with their flowers come no better than Camellia japonica ‘Mrs D. W. Davis’. A show stopper in every sense of the
word, with very large, semi-double, pale blush pink flowers with loosely
arranged pale yellow stamens. Flowering from March to April, this Camellia was raised by D. W. Davis Florida, 1953.
At one of the Royal Horticultural Shows in London several years ago I noticed on the Trehane Nurseries stand a very unusual Camellia that immediately went on my ‘remarkable’ list. Lo and behold, a few years later - Camellia japonica ‘Mark Alan’ was generously donated to the gardens, along
with two hundred other Camellias; much thanks to Jennifer Trehane. This
collection became part of the Exbury collection and is happily establishing
itself in the Gilbury Lane Garden as the Jennifer Trehane collection. I
couldn’t wait to see Camellia ‘Mark Alan’ flower, which it did the following season, flowering mid March to May it prefers warm Springs but is
free flowering with semi-double red peonyform flowers. This was raised by Mr & Mrs
H.E. Ashby in South Carolina, 1958.
It is difficult to have a favourite Camellia,
there are so many to choose from. Each year
several seem to shine surprisingly brighter
better than they did in previous years.
Perhaps this is due to varying light levels or
perhaps the more buds they produce in the
year, the more they command your attention. They do say that real men can appreciate pink, despite this I think that I am drawn
Camellia japonica Mark Alan
to the less abundant red Camellias, I am not
altogether sure what this says about me, but whatever your taste I believe
that there is a Camellia out there for you to enjoy.
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Plant Guardians make a difference
Gill Groombridge
You may have read about our new conservation scheme,
Plant Guardians, in the Autumn 2013 Plant Heritage
Journal (page 22/23). This exciting new scheme is open
to all and allows any member to become actively involved in garden plant conservation simply from their
own back garden, allotment or window sill. You need to
own the plant, know the name of the plant, check if it has
2 or fewer entries in the RHS Plant Finder, and then there
Galanthus plicatus ‘Trumps’
is easy online registration at www.plantheritage.com,
click on the ‘Guardians’ tab. If you don’t know the name of your plant there are resources on
the national website to help with identification.
When you have registered your plant National Office will let you know if it qualifies as a
threatened plant, and will then send you a red label to put beside your plant. Only the name of
the plant is published on our website. Members of the public can contact National Office if
they are interested in the plant, and they will be provided with your phone number or email
contact, but it is up to you if you wish to share plant material. Some people have asked ‘What
if the plant dies?’ Well, you have to re-register your plant each year, so if it dies/does not reappear in one year you simply do not re-register the plant.
Although this scheme helps us build a picture of where ‘threatened’ plants are within the UK,
it also allows people across the UK to take part in cultivated plant conservation in a very simple way. Indeed there are now over 100 plants currently held by Plant Guardians, and we
have learnt of some really interesting plant stories, some of which are published in your new
Plant Heritage Journal (page 16), which you should receive during March 2014.
Easy online rare plant registration
www.nccpg.com/plant-guardians.aspx

From just one plant you could ensure its survival for future generations.
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Somerset National Collection holders
It is always a pleasure to visit the Somerset Group, to meet up
with local National Collection holders, to listen to their enthusiasm and appreciate their dedication and knowledge of their
chosen plant collections. On my visit in February it was great
to see both long-term Collection holders and to see the start of
a new generation of young Collection Holders such as Jamie
Capern, joint National Collection holder of
Thunbergia spp. & cvs. with Jane Lindsay and Toni O’Connor.
Three new National Collections were awarded in Somerset recently:
Calendula spp. at Bristol Zoo, which is a dispersed National Collection as community groups grow part of
the National Collection, overseen by Emma Moore from the zoo;
Mandevilla spp. & cvs. by Jane Lindsay and Toni O’Connor;
Thunbergia spp. & cvs. by Jane Lindsay, Toni O’Connor and Jamie Capern.
John Vanderplank, National Collection holder of Passiflora was
awarded a generous bursary by Brother UK towards a new herbarium
cabinet. Below is the report posted on the Plant Heritage national
website news page by Vicky Shepherd, PR Officer:
The Bursary given by Brother UK, provides financial awards and plant
labelling machines towards projects to help develop National Collections, and is judged by a panel of horticultural experts. The bursary is
invaluable in helping National Collection Holders further their important conservation work. Without the work of the National Collection
Holders many cultivars could be lost. Speaking on the news of his
award of £800 towards a new Herbarium cabinet, John Vanderplank who holds a National Collection
of Passiflora (passion flowers) in Somerset said he was absolutely delighted with the Brother Bursary. ‘It’s wonderful news, I’m really pleased as it’s going to create a permanent record
of Passiflora cultivars and a valuable additional reference collection of Passiflora species for the future.’
The cabinet which will hold over 1,000 herbarium sheets of Passiflora will help record new species and
enable John to work in conjunction with Jane Lindsay, another collection holder of Passiflora in Somerset.
By studying these type specimens it will be possible to identify lost cultivars in the future .
Gill Groombridge
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Plant Heritage Somerset Group
PROGRAMME 2014
All indoor meetings are held at Edington Village Hall
(north side of A39 between Bridgwater and Street) unless otherwise indicated
Members’ plant sale one hour before each lecture
Admission free for members, £4.00 non-members except where stated otherwise
Please contact Pauline Clapp for details of trips and Visits Early booking essential!
Tel 01278 451631 e-mail clapppauline@aol.com
Saturday 29 March
1.30
2.15
2.30

Members’ Plant Sales & Coffee
Notices
Sally Gregson - Shady Ladies and Damp Damsels

Saturday 19 April
10 - 3.30

Spring Plant Fair at Lower Severalls
(Nr Crewkerne TA18 7NX)

Wed 7 May - Sun 11 May

Visit to the Gardens of Norfolk

Tuesday 24 June

Visit to Wildside and the Garden House by coach.
Cost about £35 (if the coach is full, 45 people, this cost
will be reduced)

Saturday 5 July
1.30
2.15
2.30

Sunday 13 July
(11-6pm)

Members’ Plant Sales & Coffee
Notices
Gerald Fisher - Bees and the Gardener

Plant Fair Copse Hall, Brent Knoll
Combined with NGS Brent Knoll Open Gardens
Entrance fee £7 which includes entrance to Copse Hall,
Burrows Green and Laburnum Cottage.
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Fri/Sat 1/2 August

Taunton Flower Show
Help and plants needed. Please ring Pauline.

Saturday 13 September
10 - 3.30

Autumn Plant Fair at Nynehead Court,
Nr Wellington TA21 0BW

Sunday 28 September

Visit National Collection of Michaelmas Daisies at Old Court
Nurseries, then on to Malvern Autumn Show
Coach and Entrances approx £35

Saturday 4 October
10.30
11.00
12.30
2.15
2.30

Autumn Day
Members’ Plant Sale and Coffee
Jane Moore—National Collection of Cotinus
Bring and share lunch
Notices
Nigel Rowland—Ferns and Other Shade Lovers

Saturday 1 November
1.30
2.15
2.30

Members’ Plant Sale and Coffee
Notices
Sally Gregson—The Ornamental Vegetable Garden

Saturday 6 December
11.00
12.00
1.00
2.15
2.30
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Members’ Plant Sale and Coffee
A.G.M.
Bring and Share Lunch
Notices
Sue Applegate - From Plant to Plate (with a Christmas
Flavour)

Collection Holders Recognized in RHS Awards
Four National Plant Collection Holders have been honoured in the RHS annual awards
for contributions to horticulture. The awards are presented as a reflection of both horticultural excellence and personal endeavour, and are regarded internationally as being among
the highest distinctions in horticulture.
The highest accolade the RHS bestows, the Victoria Medal (VMH) was awarded to Chris
Sanders. This is awarded to British horticulturalists deserving of special honour by the
Society. Chris is an expert on ornamental cherries and was instrumental in setting up the
National Plant Collection of Prunus, ornamental flowering cherries, at Keele University,
Staffordshire. He has also built up a collection of Deutzia, originally bred by Victor
Lemoine. Chris is Vice-Chair of the RHS Woody Plant Committee, Chair of the Woody
Trials Assessment Forum and a member of the Nomenclature and Taxonomy Advisory
Group. He has worked at several commercial nurseries, and when he retired in 2002 was
Production Director for Bridgemere Nurseries, Cheshire.
Philip Baulk, who holds the National Collection of Lewisia at Ashwood Nurseries in
Kingswinford, The West Midlands, was awarded the Veitch Memorial Medal for
outstanding contribution to the advancement of the art, science or practice of horticulture.
The RHS said Philip has made an exceptional impact in his area of expertise having won
50 consecutive RHS Flower Show Gold medals, as well as playing a significant role in
establishing Ashwood’s worldwide reputation for quality and innovation.
Head Gardener at National Trust property, Mottisfont Abbey in Hampshire, David Stone,
was awarded the RHS Associate of Honour, which is presented to British citizens who
have rendered distinguished service to the practice of horticulture throughout their career.
Mottisfont Abbey holds the National Plant Collections of Platanus and Rosa, pre 1900
shrub roses.
Chris and Lorraine Birchall of Tale Valley Nursery, Devon were awarded the RHS Farrer
Trophy. Chris and Lorraine hold the National Collection for Rhodohypoxis and
xRhodoxis. Speaking at the presentation of the awards last week RHS President Sir
Nicholas Bacon said: “The RHS awards are a most important part of the work of the RHS
by recognising the remarkable efforts that individuals have made to the furtherance of
horticulture in its widest sense.”
PLANT HERITAGE NEWS
For the more news on what’s happening at National Office visit
www.plantheritage.com
For Somerset Group activities visit
www.plantheritagesomerset.org.uk
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Pruning Clematis
This is one of the most puzzling questions asked about growing Clematis. It
should not be. All you need to know is what time of year it normally flowers.
They can normally be divided into
two types: those that flower on the
wood produced the year before and
flower before midsummer and those
that flower on new wood produced
that year and flower after midsummer.
As a general rule, the early in the
year flowerers, alpines, montanas and
early flowered hybrids should be
pruned after flowering although it
usually pays to go over the plant in
early spring and cut back any dead
stems to emerging buds. Often labels
on alpines, montanas and armandiis say ‘no prune’. They are often classed
as Group 1. I say nonsense. If left to themselves they get bigger and more
massive and turn into what Christopher Lloyd called ‘a disembowelled mattress’. Prune to fit the space available - do it immediately after flowering
so that the new wood can grow and ripen to produce flowers the next year.
The early large flowered hybrids start to flower in May/June - have a rest
in August and have a small flush in September. C. Jackmanii, Nelly Moser,
Mrs Cholmondeley, Lady Northcliffe, Marie Boisselot etc. all belong to this
group known as Group 2. Also in this group are all the large double clematis. They will only flower as doubles on old wood produced the previous
years and well ripened. Later in the year they will produce a second crop of
flowers on new wood but they will always be single.
The late flowerers are the most easily managed. They start to flower mid
July and go on to October. All flower on the wood produced that year.
16

The main pruning is in February when the whole plant is cut down to 2 or 3
buds above the ground. If you prune too early the plant may try to start into
growth and the buds are killed by a late frost. If the dead top offends you, it
can be cut down to waist height earlier in the winter and if developing buds
are killed by frost there will be undeveloped ones lower down to replace
them. In a small garden this Group 3 is the easiest to manage. They can be
used to climb over early flowered shrubs or small trees (what is duller than a
lilac shrub out of flower), using the shrub as a ‘hat peg’. Many are small
flowered belonging to the C. Viticella group, C. Etoile Violette, C. Huldine,
C. Comtesse de Bouchard, C. Pillu and many many others. They are easy to
grow and resistant to the fungus wilt.
There are also a smaller group that are completely herbaceous, C. Integrifolia
and C. Texensis Hybrids (C. Princess Diana is the best one). All clematis are
‘gross feeders’ needing lots of food and water. Don’t expect too much from
new plants. They spend:- the first year sleeping, the second year creeping,
and the third year leaping.
Maureen Hudson

Congratulations to JANE MOORE on winning
‘Best Hotel Garden of the Year 2013’
Bath Priory Hotel
National Collection of Cotinus
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Flowers as Art
One of the advantages of being a National Collection Holder is that you never know
what surprise is round the corner. Most are pleasant surprises, and earlier this year I
was asked to visit Vienna and give a lecture connected to Sir Cedric Morris and his
irises, part of a lecture series and exhibition in the University department of Applied
Arts (which includes a Landscape design department). However, despite a visit to
Hullwood Barn by the University lecturer organising the exhibition, I managed to
misunderstand my brief for the lecture - probably I was so excited by the thought of
an expenses paid trip to Vienna in early June that I was not listening properly to
what she was telling me. I thought the exhibition was on ‘Flowers in Art’, but the
reality was much more thought provoking, it was ‘Flowers as Art’ - and yes I did
have to very quickly change the focus of the lecture!
The thrust of the exhibition and lecture series was inspired by a statement of American artist George Gessert that “Time is long overdue for ornamental plant breeding
to be considered an art”. The lecture and his book has introduced me to terms such
as ‘Bio Art’ and has made me wonder whether living things can be art—and made
me think “ah! But what is Art” - something which, you will be relieved to read, I am
not going to try and answer here.
I discovered through the exhibition that there is a long history of plant cultivars
which are the deliberate product of a breeding programme being considered works of
art.
In 1936, Edward Steichen, a professional designer, photographer and painter who
was also the President of the Delphinium Society of America, made history by exhibiting his delphiniums the New York Museum of Modern Art. The press release
for the exhibition reads “…...to avoid confusion, it should be noted that the actual
delphiniums will be shown in the Museum - not paintings or photographs of them.
It will be a ‘personal appearance’ of the flowers themselves”. Part of Steichen’s vision was to sell seeds of his ‘Connecticut Yankee’ range to give everyone a chance
to buy (and grow) affordable art.
In 1939 Sacheverell Sitwell wrote that highly bred ornamental plants are fine art because they ‘represent a direct and conscious attack upon Nature’ Sitwell wrote about
Morris and his ‘Benton’ irises and certainly considered them to be art. At this time,
before the Second World War the science of genetics was expected to become
18

increasingly important in both science and art, however it is not surprising that
after the war artists and writers did not pursue genetic hybridisation as art.
It was not until 1990 that plant cultivars were again shown in an art gallery, pacific coast irises bred by Gessert. If ‘man made’ plants can be works of art, I also
would put Cedric Morris in the same league, and if their beauty defines them as
fine art, then they certainly qualify. I would also agree with Gessert that the ruffled highly coloured irises which are being bred today would qualify as Kitsch
Art, and also many modern cultivars of other species.
Flowers as ‘art’ have also had a Damien Hirst moment. In America,
Eduardo Kac has inserted a gene from his own blood into a chromosome of a Petunia, the resulting plant he called an Edunia; he deliberately ensured it had red
veins. It produces seed which also contain Kac’s genes (is this a bit scary?)
I have recently seen fungus as art - a friend’s graduation exhibition contained a
damp slice of mother’s pride bread sandwiched between two pieces of Perspex,
the ‘art’ was watching the mould grow. I am still not entirely sure about some of
this, but for me it is an interesting line of thought. I have definitely come to consider gardening to be a form of art with gardens such as Stourhead and
Sissinghurst to be great works of art. In different genres I very much admire the
landform art of Kim Wilkie and the plant associations of Christopher Lloyd.
Incidentally I would suggest that landscape parks and gardens are multidimensional works of art, with, in addition to having the usual three spatial dimensions,
at least four dimensions. As Jim Marshall says in his article ‘A Horticultural
Crisis’ (Page 20) to care for these works of art requires a unique understanding of
science and art, so we should be training the curators (gardeners) to a very high
standard, and valuing them accordingly. Maybe, if cultivars of ornamental plants
can be considered fine art themselves, this puts an interesting complexion on the
work of Plant Heritage?

Sarah Cook
(This article first appeared in Suffolk Group Journal Autumn 2013)
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A Horticultural Crisis
The July edition of the RHS Garden magazine highlights a ‘crisis’ in many
branches of horticulture, including gardening. There is a shortage of skills in
the horticultural workforce. This is not a sudden event, as over the last four
decades the image of the horticulture and other ‘green skills’ has been greatly
reduced, resulting in a lack of career appeal. It is recognized that the following
factors have contributed to this: changes at all levels in the education system
and National Vocational Qualifications; the steady decline of direct labour in
public parks and increase in contract labour, the demise of the traditional apprenticeship schemes run by parks departments and others, which has not been
replaced by adequate training (however both this and the last government have
created some apprentice vacancies for school leavers and the unemployed); the
perception that horticulture is a low skill profession/industry - this last factor
is in many ways the most worrying.
Horticulture/gardening at all levels requires not only the essential English,
Mathematics and IT skills, but also requires understanding of a wide range of
scientific principles and often a knowledge and appreciation of both history and
art. How many careers/professions can be said to need such a broad mix of arts
and science? The RHS along with other related bodies are to be congratulated
in highlighting this crisis in the report ‘Horticulture Matters’ and hopefully
Plant heritage can be encouraged to do its bit to improve the image of horticulture.
Jim Marshall
(This article first appeared in Suffolk Group Journal Autumn 2013)
We are pleased to welcome the following new members:
Mrs Margaret Castle
Mr G Edwards
Mrs Sarah Holdsworth
Mrs Penny Howell
Mrs Stella Maude
Mrs June Savidge
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Wedmore
Bristol
South Chard
Chilton Polden
Wells
Puriton

Peter Beales
Leading rose breeder, nurseryman and
Chelsea Gold Medal winner Peter Beales, MBE,
VMH, has died, aged 76.
Peter, who died on 26 January 2013, started
exhibiting at the RHS Chelsea Flower Show in
1971 and won 19 Gold medals. He was twice the
recipient of the RHS Lawrence Medal (1997 and
2007), for the best exhibit of the year at any
RHS show, and in 1990 he became a National
Plant Collection holder for rose species.
Peter Leslie Beales was born on 22 July 1936 and raised in Norfolk. He studied at Norwich City
College then became an apprentice at LeGrice Roses of North Walsham before going into National Service. During this time he met Joan, his wife of 51 years, who died in September 2012.
After his National Service, Peter became Manager at Hillings Rose Nursery in Surrey, working
under the guidance of Graham Stuart Thomas. He succeeded as Foreman of Roses when Graham left to join nearby Sunningdale Nurseries.
He formed his own business, Peter Beales Roses, in Swardeston, Norfolk in the late 1960s, later
moving to the site in Attleborough where one of the world’s largest commercial collection of
old roses now grows – comprising more than 1,000 species and cultivars. Some 70 cultivars
have been bred by Peter Beales and introduced to the market.
Peter was a respected author and his first publications were four pamphlets in a Jarrold series on
roses in the 1970s. In 1985 he published his first major book, Classic Roses, followed three
years later by Twentieth-Century Roses. Subsequent works were Visions of Roses (1996),
Botanica’s Roses (1998) and A Passion for Roses (2004). In 2008, he published a lively autobiography entitled Rose Petals and Muddy Footprints.
Peter was awarded the RHS Victoria Medal of Honour in 2002, and the following year became
President of the Royal National Rose Society. In the New Year Honours 2005 he received an
MBE and the Garden Media Guild gave him a Lifetime Achievement Award in 2009. He was
also a Fellow of the Institute of Horticulture.
His daughter Amanda and son Richard continue to run the business.
(Reprinted from RHS website)
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ALPINE GARDEN SOCIETY EXETER GROUP

South West ROCK GARDEN Flower Show & PLANT SALE
WEST EXE TECHNOLOGY COLLEGE
HATHERLEIGH ROAD
EXETER
EX1 3RD
(Opposite Sainsburys)
SATURDAY 29TH MARCH 2014
PLANT SALES open at 10 a.m. (13 nursery stalls)
SHOW OPENS AT 12 NOON UNTIL 4 p.m.
Entry: £2.50 (AGS MEMBERS FREE)
Refreshments & Free Parking
Book stall selling new and secondhand books

Bulbs all shapes
and sizes
Great catalogue
Home grown specialities include Galanthus,
Iris Unguicularis forms
and Camassia
Burnt House Farm
10% discount on
orders over £40.
Quote NCCPG offer

Mid Lambrook
South Petherton
Somerset
TA13 5HE
Tel: 01460 242177
www.avonbulbs.co.uk
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Friendly family run Nursery.
Unusual plants & old favourites.

Perennials, unusual basket plants, Roses,
Herbs, Fruit trees, Climbers,
Shrubs, Ornamental Containers.
Tea shop & gardens open in Summer,
Home-made Cream Teas & Cakes,
Morning Coffee.
Mini digger & driver hire, garden landscaping & earth sculpting
Open 10am to 5pm. 7 days
01823 400234/07887 654802
www.white-post.co.uk
info@white-post.co.uk
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